In this article we determine the Laplace transforms of the one-boundary characteristics and of the distribution of the number of intersections of a fixed interval by a difference of a compound Poisson process and a compound renewal process. The results obtained are applied for a particular case of this process, namely, for the difference of the compound Poisson process and the renewal process whose jumps are geometrically distributed. The advantage is that these results are in a closed form, in terms of resolvent sequences of the process. In this case, under certain assumptions, we find the limit distributions of the one-boundary and two-boundary characteristics of the process. In addition, we prove the weak convergence of these distributions to the corresponding distributions of a symmetric Wiener process.
Introduction
This article deals with the difference of the compound Poisson process and the compound renewal process. Such processes have proven to be appropriate models in many applied fields of the probability theory, such as telecommunication networks, cash management, computer networks, and in particular, in queueing theory. For instance, for a queueing system with limited waiting room, evolution of the number of the customers in this system is described by a governing process with two reflecting boundaries. In general case this process is a difference of two renewal processes. Thus, studying main characteristics of the system results to the investigating the two-boundary functionals of the governing process. For a detailed illustration we refer to [19] . For this class of stochastic processes we determine several two-boundary characteristics, such as the first exit time from the interval and the number of intersections of the interval. This work is a continuation and a generalization of the paper [18] . The approach used for determining the Laplace transforms of the one-boundary characteristics of the process under consideration is based on the factorization methods. For determining the twoboundary characteristics of the process, we will follow the approach suggested in [13] , [14] for Lévy processes. For convenience, we will use the same notation as in [18] . We first give a short overview of the existing literature. Distributions of the one-boundary functionals for the difference of renewal processes have been studied by Lindley [20] , Prabhu [31] and Cohen [3] . The two-sided exit problem for such processes is closely related to the G|G|1 type queueing models. A summary of known results for the G|G|1 type model can be found in [3] . The joint distributions of the one-boundary functionals for the difference of compound renewal processes have been considered by Nasirova [25] in terms of the solutions of linear integral equations. Special cases of the difference of renewal processes have been studied by many authors. Ezhov and Kadankov [4] - [7] , for instance, have employed probability-factorization methods, while Pirdzhanov and Bratiychuk [30] , [2] have used factorization methods. Several two-boundary problems were solved for a semi-Markov walk with a linear drift in [17] . The one-boundary functionals for the difference of two compound Poisson processes with drifts with various jump distributions have been studied by Perry, Stadje, Zacks et. al [27] , [28] . Two-boundary problems for the difference of two Poisson processes with exponential negative jumps were solved in [16] . The rest of the article is structured as follows. In Section 1 we introduce the process, notation and present preliminary results. Section 2 is concerned with one-boundary characteristics of the process. In Section 3 we study a two-sided exit problem for the process and its particular case. Section 4 deals with another two-boundary functional of the process, namely with the distribution of the number of intersections of the interval. Finally, in Section 5 we will derive some asymptotic results under certain conditions. We find the limit distributions of the two-boundary characteristics of the process and establish the weak convergence of these distributions to the corresponding distributions of a symmetric Wiener process with the dispersion σ 2 .
Definitions, notation and preliminary results
Let (Ω, F, {F t }, P) be a filtered probability space, where the filtration F = {F t } satisfies the usual conditions of right-continuity and completion. We assume that all random variables and stochastic processes are defined on this probability space. Let κ, δ ∈ N = {1, 2, . . . } be independent integer random variables, and η ∈ (0, ∞) be a positive random variable independent of κ, δ with the distribution function F (x) = P [η ≤ x] , x ≥ 0. We will assume that Eκ, Eδ, Eη < ∞. Introduce the sequences {η, η n }, {κ, κ n }, {δ, δ n }, n ∈ N of independent identically distributed (inside each sequence) variables and define the sequences η 0 (x) = 0, η 1 (x) = η x , η n+1 (x) = η x + η 1 + · · · + η n , n ∈ N,
κ 0 = 0, κ n = κ 1 + · · · + κ n ; δ 0 = 0, δ n = δ 1 + · · · + δ n ; n ∈ N,
where η x ∈ (0, ∞) is a random variable with the following distribution function
Denote by {π(t)} t≥0 ∈ Z + = {0, 1, . . . } a compound Poisson process with the generating function of the form
where µ > 0 is the intensity of the jumps and κ is a jump size. For all t ≥ 0 define a delayed renewal process generated by the random sequence {η n (x)} n∈Z + :
Introduce a right-continuous step process for all x ≥ 0
We will call the process {D x (t)} t≥0 a difference of the compound Poisson process and a compound renewal process. Observe, that this process is not a Markov process in general. To be able to solve two-boundary problems for this process, we will proceed as follows. We will add a linear component to this process, so that a new two-component process is a Markov process. More rigorously, for all t ≥ 0 introduce a right-continuous process as follows:
The process {η + x (t)} t≥0 increases linearly on the intervals [η n (x), η n+1 (x)), n ∈ Z + , it is killed to zero at the points η n (x), n ∈ N, and the value of the process at the instant t 0 ≥ η x is equal to the time elapsed from the moment of the last renewal of the process (2) till t 0 . We will call the process (4) a linear component. Note that this linear component is sometimes referred to as the age process (age since the last renewal). By adding this linear component to the process {D x (t)} t≥0 , we obtain a right-continuous Markov process
which governs the process {D x (t)} t≥0 . The process defined in (5) is a Markov process. Note, that it is homogeneous with respect to the first component [8] . This means that if X t 0 = {k, u}, k ∈ Z, u ≥ 0, then the evolution of the process {X t } t≥t 0 in the sequel does not depend on the value k of the first component. This fact will be used constantly when setting up the equations. The first jump of the process {π(t)} t≥t 0 (which is distributed as κ ) will occur after an exponential period of time with parameter µ. The first renewal moment of the process {N x (t)} t≥t 0 (with a jump that is distributed as δ) will take place after elapsing of time η u . Introduce a random sequence as follows (n ∈ N)
where ξ = π(η) − δ ∈ Z, {ξ, ξ n }, n ∈ N is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables. We now define a right-continuous step process in the following way
The sample paths of the process are constant on the time intervals [η n (x), η n+1 (x)), n ∈ Z + and there occur jumps at the instants η n (x), n ∈ N. These jumps have the same distribution as ξ . = π(η)−δ, where n ∈ {2, 3, . . . }, and ξ 1 (x) . = π(η x )− δ for n = 1. Here and in the sequel we will call the process {S x (t)} t≥0 a semiMarkov random walk generated by the sequences {η n (x)}, {ξ n (x)}, n ∈ Z + . This name is originated from [25] . For all x ∈ R + , |θ| ≤ 1 denotẽ
, S x (t), t ≥ 0 be random processes defined by the formulae (2)-(6), and ν s ∼ exp(s) be an exponential random variable independent of these processes. Then for all x ∈ R + , s > 0, |a| ≤ 1, |θ|, |b| = 1, p ≥ 0 the following equality holds
In particular, for all x ∈ R + , s > 0 the following formulae are valid
Proof. It is not difficult to establish that the mathematical expectation E s x (a, b, θ, p) obeys the following equation for
In order to write this equation, we used the total probability law, independence of the random variables δ and η 1 (x), homogeneity of the process {X t } t≥0 with respect to the first component and the fact that the random time η 1 (x) is a Markov time. Setting x = 0 in this equation, we get
Substituting the expression for E s 0 (a, b, θ, p) into the previous equality, we get (7). The formula (8) follows from (7), for p = 0, a = b = 1.
In the sequel we will require one-boundary characteristics of the semi-Markov walk {S x (t)} t≥0 (6) . We now formally define them. For all x ∈ R + , k ∈ Z + denote byτ
the instant of the first overshoot of the upper level k by the process {S x (t)} t≥0 and the value of the overshoot through this level; and bỹ
the instant of the first overshoot of the lower level −k by the process {S x (t)} t≥0 , and the value of the overshoot at this instant. Observe that the random variablesτ k (x),τ k (x) take their values from a countable set {η n (x), n ∈ N}, and they are Markov times of the process {S x (t)} t≥0 . We now formulate and prove some results for the one-boundary characteristics of the semiMarkov walk {S x (t)} t≥0 which appear to be analogous to the results for usual random walks and Lévy processes (due to Spitzer [33] , Rogozin and Pecherskii [32] , [26] ).
Lemma 2. Let {S 0 (t)} t≥0 ∈ Z be a semi-Markov walk (6), and
be the supremum and the infimum of the process {S 0 (t)} t≥0 , s > 0. Then (i) the following identity (Spitzer-Rogozin [33] , [32] ) is valid for the semi-Markov walk {S 0 (t)} t≥0 :
where the random variables −S − νs , S + νs ∈ Z + are infinitely divisible and their generating function are given as follows: (10) (ii) the Laplace transforms of the joint distributions of {τ k ,T k }, {τ k ,T k }, k ∈ Z + of the semi-Markov walk {S 0 (t)} t≥0 obey the following equalities [26] 
(iii) the integral transforms of the joint distributions of {S 0 (ν s ), S ± νs } are such that for all k ∈ Z + E θ S 0 (νs) ; S
Proof. We now sketch a proof of the formulae (9)- (12) . The following chain of the equalities ( s > 0 ) follows from (8) for x = 0 and from the expansion
Observe, that the first exponent in the right-hand side is an analytic function in |θ| ≤ 1. Therefore, it can be viewed as a generating function of an infinitely divisible variable, say
Analogously the second exponent in the right-hand side of (13) is an analytic function in |θ| ≥ 1 and it is a generating function of a certain infinitely divisible
Let us establish the probabilistic interpretation of the variables ξ + s , ξ − s in terms of the boundary functionals of the semi-Markov walk {S 0 (t)}. To do this, we need the following equality (
To write this equation, we used the total probability law, Markov property ofτ k , homogeneity of the process {S 0 (t), η + 0 (t)} with respect to the first component and properties of the exponential variable ν s . Let us re-write the equation (14) as follows:
is analytic and bounded in |θ| > 1, also continuous on the boundary. Now we can apply the standard factorization reasoning due to Borovkov [1] .
The function which enters the left-hand side of (15) is analytic and bounded in |θ| < 1, and also continuous on |θ| = 1. By means of this equality it can be analytically extended to the function which is analytic in |θ| > 1, remaining bounded and continuous. Then by Liouville's theorem this function is a certain constant C(s) (with respect to θ ) in the entire complex plane. Letting θ → 0 in the left-hand side of this equality, we find that C(s) = 0. As a result of this reasoning we derived from (15) two formulae
Observe, that the Laplace transforms of the joint distributions of {τ k ,T k }, {S 0 (ν s ), S + νs } are given in terms of the generating functions of the random vari-
The latter equality means that the random variable ξ + s is identically distributed with S + νs = sup t≤νs S 0 (t). Applying this property to the dual random walk −{S 0 (t)} t≥0 ,
we verify that ξ − s is identically distributed with S − νs = inf t≤νs S 0 (t). Hence, by means of (16), we derive the first two formulae of (11), (12) . Applying (16) to −{S 0 (t)} t≥0 , we obtain the second formulae of (11), (12) . Note, that the method of proof can also be found in [12] .
We will now assume that the random variable δ ∈ N is geometrically distributed with parameter λ ∈ [0, 1) :
This assumption means that the process {D x (t)} t≥0 has geometrically distributed negative jumps at instants {η n (x)} n∈N . Here and in the sequel we will denote the distribution (17) as follows δ ∼ ge(λ).
Lemma 3 ([18]
). Letf (s) = Ee −sη . Then for s > 0 the equation
has a unique solution c(s) inside the circle |θ| < 1. This solution is positive and c(s) ∈ (λ, 1).
(i) the generating functions of S − νs , S + νs are such that
(i) the generating functions of the joint distributions of {τ k ,T k }, {τ k ,T k } are given as follows
Proof. The equalities (19) can be derived from (18) after taking into account the fact that the factorization expansion is unique. The formulae (20) follow from (11) of Lemma 2 and from (19) . The first equality of (20) implies that the random variableT k is independent ofτ k for all k ∈ Z + , and it is geometrically distributed with parameter λ.
2 One-boundary characteristics of the process {D x (t)} t≥0
In this section we will determine the one-boundary functionals generated by the first overshoot time of a fixed level by the process
i.e. the first overshoot time of the negative level −k by the process {D x (t)} t≥0 .
We will use the convention that on the event
where
is the running infimum of the semi-Markov walk {S 0 (t)} t≥0 .
Proof. Observe, that the processes D x (t), S x (t), t ≥ 0 do not decrease on the intervals [η n (x), η n+1 (x)). It follows from the definitions of these processes (3), (6) that the negative jumps of D x (t), S x (t), t ≥ 0 can only occur at time points {η n (x), n ∈ N}. It also follows from (3), (6) that
Thus, the stoping timeτ k (x) of the negative level −k and the value of the overshootT k (x) through this level by the semi-Markov walk {S x (t)} t≥0 coincide in distribution with the stopping time τ k (x) and the value of the overshoot T k (x) by the process {D x (t)} t≥0 . The first equality of (21) follows straightforwardly from the second formula of (11).
where c(s) ∈ (λ, 1) is the unique solution of the equation (18) inside the circle |θ|
Proof. It is not difficult to derive the following equality
Substituting the expression forf i (0, m, s) from (20) into the second formula of (21) after some calculations, we obtain (22) .
A more interesting problem is determining the generating function of the joint distribution of the upper-boundary functionals of the process {D x (t)} t≥0 . Let
the instant of the first overshoot of the upper level k by the process {D x (t)} t≥0 .
the value of the age process and the value of the overshoot at the stopping time
Introduce the following notation for the mathematical expectations
and for the generating functions (|θ| < 1)
be the first crossing time through the upper level k by the compound Poisson process {π(t)} t≥0 and the value of the overshoot at this instant. Denote by
For the Laurent series
now introduce the projectors [11] in the following way: 
Due to the total probability law, the Markov property of the random times {η n (x), n ∈ N} and the homogeneity of the process {X x (t)} t≥0 with respect to the first component, the function f k (x, dl, m, s), k ∈ Z + , x ∈ R + , s > 0 satisfies the following equation:
Multiplying the equation (25) by θ k , |θ| < 1 and summing over k ∈ Z + , we derive the equation
Letting x = 0 in (26), we derive
i.e. an equation with respect to Φ s θ (0, dl, m). To solve this equation, we will use the Wiener-Hopf factorization. The first step is to determine the auxiliary function I
. Once the function I + θ (dl, m, s) is found, we will employ the equalities (26), (27) to determine the function Φ s θ (x, dl, m). Multiplying the equation (26) by Eθ −δ , and then setting |θ| = 1, we find that
Now employing the identity (9) and the equality I
, we rewrite this equality as follows:
Using the standard factorization reasoning approach for this equation, we determine the auxiliary function I + θ (dl, m, s) :
Inserting the latter expression into the right-hand side of (26), we derive the formulae (23) . Integrating (23) with respect to l ∈ R + and summing over m ∈ N, we get the formula (24).
The joint distribution of {τ k (0), T k (0)} was studied by Gusak [9] . The integral transforms of this distribution [9] differ from our results (the formula (24) for x = 0 ). However, to solve the two-boundary problem, we require a more general one-boundary functional of the process {D x (t)} t≥0 , i.e. the joint distribution of {τ k (x), l k x , T k (x)}, k, x ∈ R + . Hence, in the sequel we will use the results of Theorem 1.
Corollary 3 ([18]
). Let δ ∼ ge(λ), {D x (t)} t≥0 be the difference of the compound Poisson process and the compound renewal process (3) whose jumps are geometrically distributed, x ∈ R + , k ∈ Z + . Then (i) the Laplace transforms of the joint distribution of {τ k (x), l k x , T k (x)} satisfy the following equality
(ii) for the Laplace transform of the first crossing time through the upper level k by the process {D x (t)} t≥0 for all k ∈ Z + , s, x ∈ R + the following formula holds
is a defective random variable and
where {Q k (x)} k∈Z + is the resolvent sequence of the process {D x (t)} t≥0 , given by (29) for s = 0 :
Proof. In case when δ ∼ ge(λ) the formulae (17), (19) imply
Substituting this projector and Eθ
Employing the definition of the resolvent (29) and comparing the coefficients of θ k , k ∈ Z + in both sides of this equality, we get the formula (28) of Corollary 3. Analogously we calculate
Taking into account the definition of the resolvent (29) we compare the coefficients of θ k , k ∈ Z + in both sides of this equality, which yields the formula (30) of Corollary 3. Note that the formulae of the corollary were obtained by other methods in [18] .
3 Two-sided exit problem for the process {D x (t)} t≥0
In this section we will determine the Laplace transforms of the joint distribution of the first exit time from the interval, the value of the overshoot and the value of the age process at this instant. These Laplace transforms will be used to determine the main characteristic of interest, i.e. the distribution of the number of the intersection of the interval. Let B ∈ Z + be fixed, k ∈ {0, . . . , B}, r = B − k, X 0 = {0, x}, x ≥ 0, and introduce the random variable
the first exit time from the interval [−r, k] by the process {D x (t)} t≥0 . This random variable is a Markov time of the process {X t } t≥0 . Exit from the interval can occur either through the upper boundary k, or through the lower boundary −r. In view of this remark we introduce the events: A k = {D x (χ) > k} i.e. the process {D x (t)} t≥0 exits the interval [−r, k] through the upper boundary k ; A r = {D x (χ) < −r} i.e. the process {D x (t)} t≥0 exits the interval [−r, k] through the lower boundary −r. Denote by
the value of the overshoot through the boundaries of the interval [−r, k] by the process {D x (t)} t≥0 and the value of the age process at the instant of the first exit. For all k ∈ {0, . . . , B}, r = B − k, i ∈ N, x ∈ R + denote
Observe, that the functions f r (x, i, s), f k (x, dl, i, s) are given by (21) , (23) .
Theorem 2 ([18]).
Let {D x (t)} t≥0 be the difference of the compound Poisson process and the compound renewal process (3) and B ∈ Z + , k ∈ {0, . . . , B}, r = B − k, X 0 = {0, x}, x ≥ 0. Then the Laplace transforms
of the joint distribution of {χ, L, T } satisfy the following formulae for s > 0
are uniformly convergent series of the iterations, and
are the successive iterations of the kernels K + ν,j (dl, i, s), K − j (i, s), which are given by the following defining formulae
Corollary 4 ([18]
). Let δ ∼ ge(λ), and {D x (t)} t≥0 be the difference of the compound Poisson process and the compound renewal process (3) whose jumps are geometrically distributed, {Q s k (x)} k∈Z + be the resolvent sequence of the process given by (29) , Q s k def = Q s k (0). Then (i) the Laplace transforms of the joint distribution of {χ, L, T } satisfy the following equalities for all x, s ∈ R + , m ∈ N
where the function f k (x, dl, m, s) is given by (28),
(ii) for the Laplace transforms of the first exit time χ from the interval by the process {D x (t)} t≥0 the following formulae hold
Intersections of the interval by the process {D x (t)} t≥0
In this section we determine the distribution of the number of intersections of a fixed interval. Let B ∈ Z + be fixed, k ∈ {0, . . . , B}, r = B − k, X 0 = {0, x}, x ∈ R + . Introduce the random sequences (n ∈ N)
where inf{∅} = ∞. Denote by
the number of upward intersections of the interval [−r, k] by the process D x (t) up to time t. Introduce random sequences
Denote by α
the number of the downward intersections of the interval [−r, k] by the process D x (t) on the time interval [0, t]. For all i, j, n ∈ Z + , |i − j| ≤ 1 denote by
the distributions of the number of intersections. It is worth mentioning that in [21] , [22] the distributions p ± n (ν s ), n ∈ Z + , χ were obtained in terms of the projective operators applied to the factorization components. These distributions were determined for random walks defined on the Markov chain by Lotov and Orlova [23] , [24] . The authors employed the matrix factorization components of the random walk. In addition, the asymptotic expansions for the distributions of χ, p ± n (ν s ) were derived for Lévy processes and random walks which satisfy Cramér's condition. The distribution p j i (ν s ) was also found in [14] in terms of the joint distributions of {χ, T } and successive iterations. In the same vain as in [14] we will derive the distributions (39) in terms of the joint distribution of {χ, L, T } (33) and the successive iterations K
For the process {D v x (t)} t≥0 , v > k introduce the random sequences (i
and define the random variables 
Theorem 3. Let {D x (t)} t≥0 be the difference of the compound Poisson process and the compound renewal process (3). Then (i) the generating functions of the joint distribution of {α + νs , α − νs } are such that
h(x, a, b, s) = 1 − Ee
where δ i,j is the Kronecker symbol and δ(x) is the delta function,
(ii) the joint distributionp
(iii) the distributionsp ± n (s) = P α ± νs = n satisfy the following relations
Proof. Taking into account the total probability law, the homogeneity property of the process X t with respect to the first component, the Markov property of τ k (x), τ k (x), χ, we can write the following system for the functions h i (x, a, b, s),
Substituting the expression for the function h j (0, a, b, s) from the second equation into the first one yields
a linear integral equation with respect to the function h i (x, a, b, s). Solving it by the method of successive iterations [29] results in the following:
Hence, we obtained the equality (41) of Theorem 3. The function h i (0, a, b, s) can be found analogously, and the function h(x, a, b, s) is then derived from the third equation of (47). Comparing the coefficients of a m b n , m, n ∈ Z + , |m − n| ≤ 1 in both sides of the equalities in the first part of Theorem 3, we get the formulae of the second part of Theorem 3.
We now verify the formulae (45),(46). Letting b = 1 in (41), we derive the following relation for the generating function h i (x, s, a, 1) 
Analogously, taking into account (42) for b = 1, we can write for the generating function h i (0, s, a, 1)
Substituting the right-hand sides of (48), (49) into the third equality of (47), we derive the relation for the generating function h(x, s, a, 1) of the distribution
Comparing the coefficients of a n , n ∈ Z + , in both sides of this equality, we obtain (45). Letting a = 1 in (41)-(43) yields
Comparing the coefficients of b n , n ∈ Z + in both sides, we get (46).
and the Laplace transform f k (0, s) is given by (30) ; the distributionsp ± n (s) = P α ± νs ≥ n , n ∈ N of the random variables α ± νs are such that
Proof. The formulae of the corollary follow straightforwardly from the equalities (44)-(46) of Theorem 3 when δ ∼ ge(λ) . To illustrate this, we verify the formulae (53) from (46). The successive iterations (34) were calculated in [18] when δ ∼ ge(λ) :
Substituting the expression for the successive iterations (54) and the expression for V r (x, m, s), V k (x, dl, m, s) (37) into (46) and performing some calculations, we find
The formulae (50), (52) can be verified analogously.
Asymptotic results
In this section we study the asymptotic behavior of the two-boundary characteristics of the process. More specifically, we prove weak convergence of the distributions of these characteristics for the difference of the compound Poisson process and the compound renewal process to the corresponding distributions for the Wiener process under certain conditions. Here and in the sequel we will assume that δ ∼ ge(λ) and that the following conditions are satisfied:
Before stating the main results of this section, we present auxiliary results. In the sequel we will require the following expansions:
which are valid for small s, p.
Lemma 5. Let x, k ∈ R + , s > 0. The following limit equalities hold
where [a] stands for an integer part of the number a;
Proof. It follows from (55) and (18) 
The formula (22) and this asymptotic equality imply the first part of (56). We now turn to the asymptotic properties of the resolvent sequence {Q s k (x)} k∈Z + . It follows from the definition (29) for θ = e −p , p > −ln c(s) that
where {a} is a fractional part of the number a. It is clear that
where (29) and (55) imply for p >
It follows from the chain (59) that
Inverting the Laplace transforms in both sides, we obtain
i.e. the first part of (57). It is not difficult to derive the following representatioñ
The latter equality and (55) imply that for p > √ 2s/σ
This asymptotic equality implies the second part of (57). We will now verify the second part of (56). Taking into account the formulae (32),(55), we derive
is the Laplace transform of the function
e −p/B (x) and
The latter equality implies the second part of (56).
Denote by {w t ; t ≥ 0} a standard Wiener process, Ew 1 = 0, Var w 1 = σ 2 > 0, and let
be the first exit time from the interval (−r, k) by the process w t . It is well-known (see for instance [10] ) that the Laplace transforms of χ * are such that
where A k = {w χ * = k}, A r = {w χ * = −r} are the events denoting the exit from the interval (−r, k) through the upper boundary k and through the lower boundary −r.
Corollary 6. Assume that the conditions (A) are satisfied, δ ∼ ge(λ), and let {D x (t)} t≥0 be the difference of the compound Poisson process and the compound renewal process (3),
Then the following limiting equalities hold for B → ∞
The limiting exit probabilities admit the following representations for B → ∞
Proof. The first formula of (38) and (57) imply that
Inverting the Laplace transform in the right-hand side of this equality, we derive the first equality of (60). Taking into account the definition of the function A s k (x) (38), we have
where θ ∈ (0, c(s)). The latter equality and (55) imply for p > √ 2s/σ that Inverting the Laplace transforms in the both sides, we obtain the second equality of (60). It is worth noticing that by means of (60) we established the weak convergence of χ(B)/B 2 to χ * as → ∞. (ii) for the distributionsp ± n (t, B) = P α ± tB 2 ≥ n , n ∈ N the following asymptotic equalities hold as B → ∞ P α + tB 2 = 0 → 1 − 2µ t (2 − k),p + n (t, B) → 2µ t (2n − k), P α − tB 2 = 0 → 1 − 2µ t (2 − r),p − n (t, B) → 2µ t (2n − r).
Proof. We first establish the asymptotic properties of the functions (51) which will be used in the sequel. It follows from (30) that 
Let τ a = inf{t > 0 : w t > a} denote the first crossing time of the level a ∈ R + by the Wiener process whose Laplace exponent is given by k(p) = (−1) i µ t (−r + i, r + i), n ∈ Z + i.e. the first equality of (63). Other equalities can be verified analogously. Note, that the probabilities which enter the right-hand sides of the formulae of the corollary are the distributions of the number of the intersections of the interval (−r, k), k ∈ (0, 1), r = 1 − k by the Wiener process w t on the time interval [0, t] (see [13] ).
